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Schedule

Friday morning internal planning meeting (without visitors):Friday morning internal planning meeting (without visitors):  
      9-12 380 Soda Hall, 8-9AM Breakfast9-12 380 Soda Hall, 8-9AM Breakfast
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Infrastructure at Retreat

 Wireless access:
 Join “RESCOMP” WLAN
 Open a web browser to log in
 If you have one, use your calnet login
 Otherwise, use “Conference Guests” button,

Login: RAMP, Password: january16

 Staff support
 Brenda Farrell (admin)
 Deirdre (admin/Wednesday only)
 Brian Richards, Dan Burke (tech support)

 Webpage: ramp.eecs.berkeley.edu,
 Greg Gibeling, gdgib@berkeley.edu
 Mail him your slides
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Research Accelerator
for Multiple Processors

InventInvent  an infrastructure to build cyclean infrastructure to build cycle-accurate -accurate mmulti-coreulti-core
and many-core and many-core architecture emulators using architecture emulators using FPGAsFPGAs
•• Not FPGA computingNot FPGA computing
•• Not a gate-level verification platform (Not a gate-level verification platform (QuickturnQuickturn, Palladium), Palladium)

Why:
 Rapid design space exploration - A new set of

architecture parameters can be tried each day leading to
highly efficient (power, cost) designs.

 High confidence verification of design specification
(conventional software simulators are either too slow or
not trustworthy).

 An early platform for software development while
waiting for machine to be built.

REVIEW
REVIEW
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Provide infrastructure to support collaborationProvide infrastructure to support collaboration
among researchersamong researchers
•• Standardization of interfacesStandardization of interfaces
•• Development of reusable modulesDevelopment of reusable modules

Produce relatively inexpensive FPGA platforms &Produce relatively inexpensive FPGA platforms &
freely available freely available gateware gateware and softwareand software

BEE2 Module
Virtex 2VPro70

BEE3 ModuleBEE3 Module
Virtex Virtex 55

Start with BEE2 at Start with BEE2 at ““RAMP1RAMP1”” platform, platform,  design BEE3 asdesign BEE3 as
““RAMP2RAMP2””  platform for broad deployment using 3platform for broad deployment using 3rdrd party party
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RAMP Prototype Target Summary

Cache coherent,
shared address,
deterministic,
debug/monitor,
commercial ISA

64 hard PPC
128? soft 32b
64? soft 64b
Multiple ISAs

3Q06
4Q06
1Q07
2Q07

FeaturesWhiteWhite
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0

1024 32b
Microblaze soft
cores

8 32b Power hard
cores

CPUs

Cluster, MPI3Q06ScaleBlue
(Cal)

Transactional
memory SMP

2Q06A StartRed
(SU)

Details“Target”GoalName

OtherOther  ““colorscolors”” have emerged: have emerged:
PurplePurple (University of Washington),  (University of Washington), GoldGold (UCB) (UCB)
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Partnerships
 Co-PIs:  Krste Asanovíc (UCB),  Derek Chiou  (UT Austin), Joel Emer (MIT/Intel),

James Hoe (CMU), Christos Kozyrakis  (Stanford), Shih-Lien Lu  (Intel), Mark Oskin
(Washington), David Patterson (Berkeley), and John Wawrzynek (Berkeley)

 RAMP hardware development activity centered at Berkeley Wireless
Research Center.

 Three year NSF grant for staff (awarded 3/06).

 GSRC (Jan Rabaey) has paid partial staff and a couple of students.

 Major continuing commitment from Xilinx

 Collaboration with MSR (Chuck Thacker) on BEE3 FPGA platform.

 Sun, IBM contributing processor designs, IBM faculty awards.

High-speed high-confidence emulation is widely recognized as a necessary
component of multiprocessor research and development.  FPGA emulation is
the only practical approach.  RAMP is the only project of this kind.
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RAMP Red

 Embedded PowerPC 405 hardcores,
connecting to a shared-memory over a
packet-switched network.

 Custom cache (emulated) has transactional
memory support.

 Linux runs on one core and 8 used for
applications, proxy kernels forward
exceptions and syscalls.

 Programming model: multithreaded C or
Java with locks replaced by transactional
constructs.

 Includes extensive HW/SW
debugging/monitoring framework.

 Fully operational 6/2006.

PPC405 PPC405

TCC$ TCC$

PPC405 PPC405

TCC$ TCC$

SWITCHDRAM PPC405 Ethernet

PPC405 PPC405

TCC$ TCC$

PPC405 PPC405

TCC$ TCC$

First MP with HW support for transactional memory

100MHz on BEE2:
100X faster than software simulation on 2GHz workstation.

Christos Kozyrakis, Sewook Wee (Stanford)
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“Blue” Prototype: 1008 Cores

 Major milestone.
 1008 Microblaze 32-bit RISC cores

@90MHz (July 2007)
 21 BEE2 modules, each implements:

 48 100MHz MicroBlaze cores (UCLinux),
 message passing network, and distributed

memory system.
 Runs benchmark suite of UPC NASA

Advanced Scientific (NAS) Parallel
Benchmarks

 Proof of Concept.  Great PR, but…
 Poor performance
 Limited (old fashioned) memory model
 Direct RTL implementation, no timing

model
 Little parameterization
 Little instrumentation
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BEE3,1st prototype 11/07

• New RAMP systems to
be based on Berkeley
Emulation Engine version
3 (BEE3).

• BEECube, Inc.
– (UC Berkeley spinout

startup company)
– To provide manufacturing,

distribution, and support to
commercial and academic
users.

– General availability 2Q08

BEE3 Design Chuck Thacker
Chen Chang, UC Berkeley

BEE3,1st prototype 11/07
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Reduce, Reuse, Recycle

 Reduce effort to build target models
 Users just build components (units), infrastructure

handles connections (The RDL Compiler)

 Reuse units by having good abstractions
 Across different target models
 Across different host platforms

 XUP, Calinx, BEE2, BEE3, also Altera

 Recycle existing IP for use as emulation models
 Commercial processor RTL is (almost) its own model
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RAMP Description Language (RDL)

 Design composed of units that send messages
over channels via ports

 Units (> 10,000 gates)
 CPU + L1 cache, DRAM controller….

 Channels (~ FIFO)
 Lossless, point-to-point, unidirectional, in-

order message delivery…

ASIM/HASIM offersASIM/HASIM offers  has similar goals and capabilities.  How dohas similar goals and capabilities.  How do
these fit together?these fit together?

Greg Gibeling, Krste Asanovic

UnitUnit
CC

UnitUnit
BB

UnitUnit
AA

FIFO ChannelFIFO Channel PipelinePipeline
ChannelChannel

1. Units in any hardware design
languages
(will work with Verilog, VHDL,
BlueSpec, C, ...)

2. RDL hides details of
communication (automatically
maps to appropriate physical
link)

3. Carefully accounts for Target
Clock Cycles, effectively time-
stamps messages.

4. Permits monitoring, debugging,
etc.
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http://repository.eecs.berkeley.edu
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Multiple Emulation Styles
 Direct RTL

 Take existing RTL and synthesize to FPGA gates
 Minor variant is to optimize RTL for FPGA synthesis

 Virtualized RTL
 Improve FPGA utilization by using multiple FPGA clock cycles to model

one target clock cycle

 Host multithreading
 Improve emulation throughput by interleaving execution of multiple

target units on one physical host engine

 Split functional/timing models
 Faster experimentation - do not have to develop complete RTL
 Can reuse functional model with different timing models
 Reduces FPGA capacity requirements

 Want to support all the above styles, including connecting modules
using different styles
 Big challenge is making different timing models work together
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Virtualized RTL Improves FPGA
Resource Usage
 RAMP allows units to run at varying target-host clock

ratios to optimize area and overall performance
 Example 1: Multiported register file

 Example, Sun Niagara has 3 read ports and 2 write ports to
6KB of register storage

 If RTL mapped directly, requires 48K flip-flops
 Slow cycle time, large area

 If mapping into block RAMs (one read+one write per cycle),
takes 3 host cycles and 3x2KB block RAMs

 Faster cycle time (~3X) and far less resources

 Example 2: Large L2/L3 caches
 Current FPGAs only have ~1MB of on-chip SRAM
 Use on-chip SRAM to build cache of active piece of L2/L3

cache, stall target cycle if access misses and fetch data from
off-chip DRAM
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Host Multithreading
(Tan UCB, Hoe/Chung CMU)

CPU
1

CPU
2

CPU
3

CPU
4Target ModelTarget Model

 Multithreading emulation engine reduces FPGA resource use and
improves emulator throughput

 Hides emulation latencies (e.g., communicating across FPGAs)

Multithreaded Host EmulationMultithreaded Host Emulation
Engine (on FPGA)Engine (on FPGA)

+1

2

PC
1PC

1PC
1PC

1
I$ IR GPR1GPR1GPR1GPR1

X

Y

2

D$
Single hardwareSingle hardware

pipeline withpipeline with
multiple copies ofmultiple copies of

CPU stateCPU state
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Multithreading Capacity (Tan UCB)

 For SPARC v8 (32-bit) pipeline
 Purely functional, no timing model
 Integer only
 For BEE3, predict 64 CPUs/engine, 8 engines/FPGA

(LX110), or 512 CPUs/FPGA
 Throughput of 150MHz * 8 engines =  1200 MIPS/FPGA
 8 BEE3 boards * 4 FPGAs/board = 38 GIPS/system

 Perhaps 2-3x reduction in capacity with FPU (shared
across pipelines) and timing models
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Split Functional/Timing Models
(HASIM Emer MIT/Intel, FAST Chiou, UT Austin)

 Functional model executes CPU ISA correctly, no timing information
 Only need to develop functional model once for each ISA

 Timing model captures pipeline timing details, does not need to
execute code
 Much easier to change timing model for architectural experimentation
 Without RTL design, cannot be 100% certain that timing is accurate

 Many possible splits between timing and functional model (e.g.,
implement x86 ISA in software, timing in hardware)

FunctionalFunctional
ModelModel

TimingTiming
ModelModel
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RAMP Shared Infrastructure

 Successes so far
 BEE2/BEE3 boards
 Low-level gateware components (memory controller)

 In progress
 Library of target modules
 System infrastructure
 Public release of RAMP systems
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Some lessons so far …
 Some successes so far, but this is taking longer than we thought!
 Sharing, except at the lowest levels, has been a challenge.
 Long distance coordination is difficult.
 Most pre-existing IP cores are inappropriate without significant work.
 Intellectually rich space of emulation techniques, beyond simple direct

RTL mapping
 A short list of work to be done (some is underway):

 full featured, parameterized CPU cores with standard ISA
 parameterized cache-coherent memory system
 highly multiplexed cores for very large system emulation
 parameterized on-chip network models
 parameterized off-chip interconnect models
 parameterized DRAM models (conventional and die stacking)
 energy consumption models (event counters plus off-line energy

calibration)
 dynamic temperature models (on-line heating plus thermal sensor

models)
 overall infrastructure development (e.g., target system configuration,

model selection, debugging and tracing)
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Challenges for the Group

 Need to better agree on how to divide up the problem
 Working independent on some things, sharing on others

 Need clear layers of abstraction and well defined
interface standards
 enable sharing and reuse
 Manage complexity
 The layers of abstraction, interfaces, etc.

 Stay better coordinated.  Need fresh ideas on this.
 As prototypes are built need to put them in repository

and in releasable form.
 More money?
 How does RDL and HASIM work together?
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At the retreat …
 Now that we have

experience in several
attempts a pieces of
infrastructure and
target models…

 We need to agree
upon the abstraction
layers and interfaces,
understand who is
working on what
(some redundancy
okay), see were we
need more attention,
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Berkeley “Par Lab”:
a Fresh Approach to Parallelism

 Berkeley researchers from many backgrounds meeting since Feb.
2005 to discuss parallelism
 Krste Asanovic, Ras Bodik, Jim Demmel, Kurt Keutzer, John Kubiatowicz,

Edward Lee, George Necula, Dave Patterson, Koushik Sen, John Shalf,
John Wawrzynek, Kathy Yelick, …

 Circuit design, computer architecture, massively parallel computing,
computer-aided design, embedded hardware
and software, programming languages, compilers,
scientific programming, and numerical analysis

 Tried to learn from successes in high performance computing (LBNL)
and parallel embedded (BWRC)

 Led to “Berkeley View” Tech. Report and new Parallel Computing
Laboratory (“Par Lab”)

 Goal: Productive, Efficient, Correct Programming of 100+ cores &
scalability as # of cores double every 2 years (!)
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 Apps-Driven vs. CS Solution-Driven
Research

 “Dwarfs/Motifs”  (computational
patterns) as lingua franca, anti-
benchmarks, …

 Efficiency layer for ≈
10% today’s programmers

 Productivity layer for ≈
90% today’s programmers

 C&C language to help compose
and coordinate

 Autotuners vs. Parallelizing
Compilers

 OS & HW: Composable Primitives
vs. Solutions

 RAMP plays major role as
emulation platform

Personal
Health

Image
Retrieval

Hearing,
Music Speech Parallel

Browser

Dwarfs

Sketching

Legacy
Code Schedulers Communication &

Synch. Primitives

Efficiency Language Compilers

Legacy OS

Multicore/GPGPU

OS Libraries & Services

RAMP Manycore

Hypervisor

O
S

A
rc

h.
P

ro
du

ct
iv

ity
E

ffi
ci

en
cy

C
or

re
ct

ne
ss

A
pp

s

Composition & Coordination Language (C&CL)

Parallel
Libraries

Parallel
Frameworks

Static
Verification

Dynamic
Checking

Debugging
with

Replay

Directed
Testing

Autotuners

C&CL Compiler/Interpreter

Efficiency
Languages

Type
Systems

Easy to write correct programs 
that run efficiently on manycore

ParLab Research Overview
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Architecture Focus:
Single-Socket Manycore

L2L2
BankBank

DRAMDRAM

L2L2
BankBank

DRAMDRAM

L2L2
BankBank

DRAMDRAM

DRAM & I/O InterconnectDRAM & I/O Interconnect

Fast SerialFast Serial
I/O PortsI/O Ports

Multiple Off-ChipMultiple Off-Chip
DRAM ChannelsDRAM Channels

Par Lab focus is Laptops/Handhelds
 Don’t expect >1 Manycore chip per platform

L2 InterconnectL2 Interconnect

CPUCPU

L1L1

CPUCPU

L1L1

CPUCPU

L1L1

CPUCPU

L1L1

CPUCPU

L1L1

CPUCPU

L1L1

HWHW
AccelAccel..
HWHW

AccelAccel..
HWHW

AccelAccel..

Multiple On-ChipMultiple On-Chip
L2L2  $/RAM banks$/RAM banks

Highly regular,
tiled physical
design.

RAMP “Gold”
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RAMP and Climate Change
Lenny Oliker, John Shalf, Michael Wehner

Computational Research Division
Nat. Energy Research Scientific Computing Ctr
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

 Accurate climate modeling is one of the most critical challenges
facing computational scientists today
 Ramifications in trillions of dollars

 Current horizontal resolutions (20km, best case) fail to resolve
critical phenomena important to understanding the climate
systems

 1 km-resolution are needed, at 1000x realtime
 Century scale simulations complete in a month.
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 At km-scale minimum sustained computational rate is 10-100
Petaflop/s

 Conventional supercomputers yield ~5% of peak on climate codes
 Therefore peak performance in 100 petaflops to nearly an exaflop

needed!

Climate Modeling Challenge

 100 MegaWatt range
supercomputer!

 > $100M yearly in electrical
power alone
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Special Purpose Climate Simulator

 Design around the requirements of climate code (mem hier., func.
unit mix, network characteristics)

 Early estimates indicates ~100X better power efficiency over general
purpose supercomputer (i.e., Cray XT3)

 RAMP/BEE enables rapid design space exploration
 “Autotuning” technology helps map software to parameterized HW

models
 Tensilica tools provide parameterization processors & path to silicon

implementation. Stanford “smart memories” is starting point.

General Purpose Special Purpose Single Purpose

AMD XT3 BG/L MD-GRAPEClimate Simulator

QCDOC

Borrow approach from embedded computing…
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DARPA/IPTO ExaFlop “Program”

 Goals to design HPC systems with Exaflop (10^18) at
affordable (aggressive) power levels (10’s of MegaWatts)

 Requires aggressive packaging:
 Optical links, stacked die, etc.

 RAMP could provide
 a common research infrastructure for design space exploration

and architecture optimization
 a standard, independent platform (level playing field) to

compare competing designs from multiple vendors.

Bill Bill HarrodHarrod, PM, PM


